
CRITICAL ESSAY 2 

STRATEGY & RISK 

This essay will attempt to advance the concepts of strategy and player. The first 
point of departure is that the firm and management are interchangeable as 
corporate entities; they are the player in the market share game. The concept of 
the firm, which we would like to develop here, the s-firm, is advanced in parallel 
to the notion of a Coasian firm. The difference is that the s- firm is based on a 
microeconomic principle rather than a statement on contractual issues. Second ly, 
we address the issue of risk as understood in the context of this discussion. 
Elsewhere, we look at risk in the context of game strategy. 

 

Risk-aversity 

• Binary choice. 
• Nth-root expected return. 
• Burden of loss standard. 

Our opening premise is that management are risk-averse but that being risk-
averse does not preclude the taking of risks. Indeed the risk, however quantified, 
has an opportunity cost of real resources and the player has to balance that cost 
with the possible gains to (say) launching a new product, exciting an episodic 
price war or relocating the plant. The risk element is to be interpreted as the 
contingency to whatever strategy is adopted by the player. If the player plays 
strategy 1, [call it S1], then we would ordinarily associate a risk, r1, with that 
strategy play. 

However, we associate a row vector of risks R = (r1, r2, ..., rn) and for each 
specific risk level, ri, there is an expected return E(ri), so that we have simple 
equation form for S1, contingent on R1 with nth-root expected return, where nth-
root is defined as 

  

Across the strategy set there are S1 to Sn and the strategy with the maximum 
return as computed with nth-root formula is the adopted strategy. 

The choice is binary, that is, management choose from a set of two strategies 
and can refer back to historic E(r) for any related strategy. So, for example, 
whether or not to launch a new product is a binary choice and if E(r) for not 
launching the product is greater than the E(r) for launching, then the strategic 
decision is not to launch the new product this period on the basis of the facts in 
your possession. 



To understand this, we need to examine further the computation of the E(r) which 
is the nth-root of the different risks as perceived by the player. In not launching a 
product, the opportunity costs of lost revenue, for example, is a risk r1, that has 
to be considered with the opportunity cost of resources devoted to producing the 
product, resources that could be used elsewhere in the organisation [for 
example, R&D expenditure on a different type of product]. The complexity of the 
strategy set mirrors the complexity of playing the game and emphasises the 
burden of loss standard that impinges on management. In other words, the 
burden of loss standard, requires management to minimise the firms exposure to 
loss. 

Management are constrained by bounded rationality; in addition management 
and shareholders have asymmetric information and imperfect information. In 
other words, shareholders import (information) moral hazard-type problems into 
the domain of strategy. Each of these attributes will contribute to how best 
players perform in the market. 

The players of the game 

• Incumbents. 
• Entrants. 
• Extant players. 
• Endogenous rivals. 

Our first player is defined as the incumbent, who is already in the market, 
probably well established in a mature product market or a recent acquired market 
share in a new innovative market. Either way the incumbent strategy reaction is 
to block the entry of the entrant player, who wishes to enter the market. Entry can 
be due to unsatiatiated consumer demand or an aggressive marketing campaign 
- consider the Japanese GO- strategy - by the entrant or the offer of lower real 
prices for the consumer to the level charged by the incumbent. The classic game 
for market share is the incumbent v entrant game, the Bain-Modigliani model. 

 

Without yet defining it, if a price war should excite, the players remaining in the 
market post-price war environment are defined as extant firms and why/how they 
are remaining, is the crucial issue. It may be due to the cost-leadership 
discussed later, the internal effective costs regime, or minimising X-inefficiency, 
or good management or a large war chest - whatever the reason, the extant firm 
gains a reputation, particularly, if the extant player (initially) excited the price war 
or market share battle. 

With respect to the entrant players, we can further subdivide them into 
endogenous rival players and a de novo entrant players. The latter is more 



familiar from the famous Clorox antitrust case. In that case, P&G wished to 
acquire Clorox, who, at the time in early 1960s held a dominant position with 
70% of the household detergent market in the US. The Judge enjoined the 
merger, arguing that P&G are a de novo entrant into the household detergent 
market, the presence of which will keep Clorox competitive. This is the genesis of 
the contestable markets hypothesis advanced by Baumol in the 1980s, that the 
threat of entry disciplines the incumbent player. 

The concept of an endogenous rival is peculiar to this essay. In many respects 
each player is each others rival in the product market. An endogenous rival is an 
incumbent player who breaks rank with other incumbents. The premise here is 
that incumbent players are pitched against entrants, whom they regard as their 
respective rivals. Incumbents do not regard each other as rivals. However we  
advance that notion by saying the opposite - that when an incumbent interprets 
another incumbent as a rival, that incumbent is called an endogenous rival. It 
therefore behoves management to redefine their strategies with respect to the 
incumbent endogenous rival. 

The premise that we challenge is that incumbents regard each other as safe 
havens in terms of retaliatory reaction or predatory threat. The zero-sum 
assumption implies that incumbents market share is redistributed competitively 
and only when market shares are consolidated, can incumbents believe in the 
safe haven philosophy. Until market shares are consolidated in a given product 
market, it would be good strategic efficacy for an incumbent player to treated the 
rival incumbents as endogenous rivals . The latter arise because, in a sense, they 
break rank. For example, a new product launch or advertising campaign, which 
catches the other incumbent players off-guard, may trigger a reaction. The 
concept can be better illustrated by the case of the Midland Bank take-over 
battle, in the UK in mid 1990s, when HKBC placed a bid; the HKBC is the entrant 
player [into the retail banking market, that is; also a possible de novo entrant, as 
it was present in both the merchant and wholesale banking markets in UK] and 
Lloyds, Barclays, Midland are the incumbent players. But Lloyds placed a 
counter-bid for Midland, another incumbent and therefore Lloyds could be 
defined as an endogenous rival player. Certainly it would be a signal to Barclay 
management that Lloyds are playing the game differently, have different 
strategies. 

The presumption of co-operation that underscores the breaking rank rule will be 
developed later in the context of the outcome of the game plays. At one level we 
will argue that in markets where market share is consolidated, price wars or 
market share battles are the exception to the rule. There may be marginal gains, 
but players in consolidated markets may have exhausted the acquisitions route, 
are battle weary and are considering organic growth. The latter is where the cost-
leadership is crucial. At a different level, we will make the argument that price 
wars are costly and more the result of mismanagement and signal failure across 
players. 



 

In these markets, market share is acquired by non-price competition which 
focuses on MMS-strategies:advertising, new product launch, innovation, 
rebranding, economies of scope in the product range [shampoo and conditioner 
or beer and low alcohol beer]. Any price variations are only tolerated within a 
price hierarchy of price differences, which is the modern day approximation of 
price competition. Any price variations outside the bounds of the hierarchy will 
precipitate price war. We can then crosscheck to identify what precisely in this 
market has led to an asymmetry across players, and market shares no longer 
consolidated. 

 

Strategic conduct 

• De-emphasise structure of the market. 
• Short-termism. 
• Signals. 

Elsewhere we characterise the product market with players into scramble, 
contest and combat competition where emphasis in not placed on the structure of 
the market per se but on the strategic reaction and actions of the players. In 
many respects the interpreta tion of strategy is in the context of actually playing 
the game with rival management, while the interpretation of risk falls back on the 
issue of whether it is judicious for management to play the game. Indeed it may 
be the case that management opt not to  play or that, the approach adopted here 
in these essays is wholly inappropriate for some management and their 
respective firms. The latter would be examples of the Baumol firm who, in effect, 
increases volume to maximise sales revenue, cuts the prices and largely ignores 
the presence of other firms. 

 

Examples of this type of behaviour are exceptions to the rule. Historically, it was 
true for government sponsored public utilities, the public monopolies who could 
afford to ignore other firms, quite simply because there were no other firms 
competing in the same market. Legislation which underpinned the public 
monopoly acted as a legal barrier to entry. With this exception, management 
have to evaluate the risks associated with market participation. 

There is a typology as follows: management evaluate the risks, decide to play the 
game, and become players, who proceed to adopt strategies. The important 



element in all of this is that management are risk-averse, implying that they 
evaluate the risks, take the risk with the greater nth root expected return and 
enter the market as strategic players. Non-participation or admission that 
strategic behaviour is inapplicable to ones firm, is, in and of itself, a strategic 
decision, whether the management wish to concede that point or not. It is the 
nature of the game that is market shares, that another firm, will interpret that 
decision strategically - it may signal, for example, old traditional management 
styles, it may suggest a possibility of poaching market share, it may signal a lack 
of R&D expenditures or whatever. But the management who opted not to 
participate, have to take some responsibility for that decision should it inevitably 
leave the firm exposed to the vagaries of strategic game play, playing catch-up in 
a rapidly changing business world. This would be close to the concept of short-
termism and probably best characterises what traditionally was meant by risk-
averse management behaviour.  


